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“If the Sudra intentionally listens for committing to memory the Veda, then his ears
should be filled with (molten) lead; if he utters the Veda, then his tongue should be cut
off.” – Manusmriti
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faculty, one is Dr. Ajit Kumar who was

for break fast in the mess-hall, Nandi
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On the Sunday night Ajay was watching

Banglore and reached to M.S. Ramaiah

TV with his hostel-mates Diptaroop

Hospital by 6:45 PM where post mortem

Nandi and Sumantra Roy among others.

was done. Death body handed over to

According to Deeptaroop Nandi, Ajay

V.Ravindra Kumar on next day. After

looked depressed on the Sunday. Nandi

that he reached to Institute campus. One

got phone call from Prof. Raghvendra
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official asked him to sign some papers,
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had to take son’s body to native place,

author of this report not to mention their

he signed on those papers. Later he came

names in the report.

to know that police stated the reasons of
suicide

are

personal

and

family

Harassment in the laboratory:

problems.
Ajay must have mentioned harassment
Ajay was eldest among the three siblings

from his faculties in that missing suicide

of the V. Ravindra Kumar. His academic

note. Ajay used to write diary. When

credentials were proven. In S.S.C. he got

Police along with the institute authority

81%, in H.S.C. he got 94% and in B.Sc.

came to Ajay’s room, they took away his

he got 80%. He was one among the top

diary also. The diary was with institute

twelve in India who got into the Ph.D.

security and after three days it was

course in Biological sciences at Indian

handed over to local police station.

Institute of Sciences, Bangalore. The

Many pages from the diary were torn.

above record speaks volumes about his

Presently the diary is with police but

capability and potential that is enough to

they gave photocopies of the few pages

cope with the academic requirements to

to Ajay’s father. One page of it clearly

manage and deal his Ph.D. course. He

mentions that Ajay was scared with

was in first year of his Ph.D programme.

some one in the laboratory. He mentions

He shared his problems with many of his

it six times in eight line paragraph.

friends that how Prof. Raghvendra
Gadkar and Prof. Ajit Kumar used to
humiliate him on the basis of caste.

Many of the Dalit students told reporter
that they also had been abused and
humiliated by the Dr. Gadkar and Dr.
Ajit Kumar on the basis of caste. The

Original text extract from Ajay’s Personal Diary

fear of being harassed by faculties is so
immense that these students asked the

Diary reads “those eyes, they scare me,
they
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look

with

such

inferiority

/superiority complex @ you. They tell

the reporter that their guides used harsh

everything (most of the time). Those eyes

and derogatory language. Dalit Research

scare me……those eyes scares me a lot.

scholars are always discouraged by their

My legs are paining…”

guides.

Research students who are

It clearly proves that he was terrorized

working on the research projects are not

by some one in the laboratory. The

evaluated properly. The non-contributor

persons who used to terrorize can not be

upper

any student or non-teaching staff, if it

appreciated

was so he would have complained or

supervisors and the hard working Dalit

shared it with his research supervisor or

students are commented as incompetent

someone else. But he shared with his

in the group.

friends that Prof. Gadkar and Prof. Ajit

Dalit

Kumar used humiliated him, so it is clear

discriminated,

that the person mentions in the diary

promotion. There are very few Dalit

were Prof. Gadkar and Prof. Ajit Kumar.

faculties in the institute. Their research

caste

students
by
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they

always
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being

not
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projects are many times not given
Indian institute of Sciences, Bangalore,

permission by the concern authorities.

deemed university and premier institute
in
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research

of
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Atrocities on Dalits is no more the
rural

and

phenomenon

but

is

now

technology. Each year around 350

perpetuated in the modern and secular

research candidates enroll in the institute

places

and around 300 Ph. D. and M.Sc. (Engg)

governmental

students passed out each year. Institute

establishments

claims they have largest library in the

between the two is former is more

field of science and technology in the

visible like physical attacks, destroying

country.

private properties, social boycott and in

This maximum of the teaching and

like

educational
and
etc.

institutions,

non-governmental
The

difference

the modern institutions it is more subtle,

non-teaching staffs comes from the

discrimination

caste- Hindu. Dalit research students are

institutions through decision making

being discriminated by them on the basis

processes. Another form of atrocity is

of caste. Many Dalit students spoke with

verbal attack, using derogatory words
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is

practiced

in

the

and making comments. This has been
observed and experienced by many Dalit
students on the campuses. They are
being commented by the non-dalit
counterparts as well their teachers.
It is clear that Ajay was subjected to a
brutal form of harassment by his two
upper caste faculties, one is Dr. Ajit
Kumar who was supervisor to him and
another is Prof.Raghavendra Gadkar that
forced him to commit suicide. This is
only a pick of iceberg that has come out
to our notice. There were many volumes
of unwritten and unspoken harassment
stories in the institute that are being
submerged in the institute history.

This report is prepared by Bahujan Students
Network (BSN) with the help of students of IISc
Banglore
Sep, 2007
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